
What’s the perks of using us? 

We’ve got the knowledge on how to organise 

large scale events with something for everyone 

including handling logistics, health & safety and 

most importantly, making sure everything runs as 

smoothly as possible whilst having fun!  

TV & MEDIA 

From Loose Women to TOWIE, we’ve had 

a helping hand in creating some of the 

most memorable moments on TV and 

across the media! Creating truly bespoke 

projects to bring your vision to life, we work 

with you every step of the way providing 

quality equipment, professional staff and 

over 10 years experience. 

Working with artists, TV show producers 

and many more, we’ve covered  

photobooths, rodeo rides, bespoke sumo 

suits and a whole range of fun foods -  

even custom colouring! 
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Rodeo with Staircase 
Alan Carr’s New Year Spectacular 

We were contacted by the production team of 

Alan Carr’s Specstacular show to help recreate a 

classic moment of 2015, when Madonna fell  

backwards down a flight of stairs whilst on stage. 

Going along to the ITV studios (not for the first 

time) with our Rodeo base, we worked with the 

production team to make a staircase attachment 

which was safe but also would be able to fling TV 

stars Greg Davies and Danny Dyer around in true 

Madonna style. Everyone on the production team 

were delighted with how the game went and how 

much fun it added to the show.  
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Fun Food Range 

From candyfloss to sweet carts and even  

custom coloured foodie items for a truly  

bespoke experience, our fun food range has 

been (almost) everywhere! From ITV’s This 

Morning to Leicester Square and London 

Southbank for TV and media coverage, our 

food stalls haven proven to be a hit! 

ITV’s This Morning 

Live on ITV’s This Morning, take a peek  

at Holly Wiloughby making sugary soft  

candyfloss using our candyfloss machines! 

Philip however had the upper hand of skill! 

Ben 10 
Taking over Leicester Square as part of the 

Cartoon Network series Ben 10 – we worked 

with the events team to provide green  

candyfloss, popcorn and slush for the event. 

King of the Nerds 

Directors of ‘King of the Nerds’ (UK) 

approached us with the need for great tasting 

treats for the challenge winners of an  

upcoming episode. We provided our  

candyfloss machine, sweet cart and slush! 

Secret Lives of Posh Pets 
Featuring our very own hot dogs, we fed the 

newlywed doggie couple their main meal 

which they loved as well as hot dogs for the 2 

legged guests attending! 

Sugababes Photoshoot 

Working with the management team to  

understand the concept of their photoshoot, 

we provided our candyfloss machine to use as 

a prop whilst our staff whipped up batches of 

candyfloss for the girls to use and pose with! 
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Rodeo Rides 

Loose Women (Reindeer), Election Alternative 

(Bedonday), Radio 1, Talk Sport, and even the 

Discovery Channel - just to reel them off!  

Our rodeo rides have been across London,  

radio stations and live TV for some truly  

hilarious yet memorable moments for the  

nation! Featuring our MD Steve ('the elf and 

safety guy') as well as other stars Alan Carr, 

Carol McGuiness and even Chris Moyles (who 

bravely tried to do revision snippets whilst  

on the ride)! 

Always involving a safety briefing and being 

run by qualified instructors and safety  

operatives, our rodeo rides are up for grabs 

with a range of animals to choose from  

including the bull, pig, camel, sheep and  

reindeers! 

Urban Music Awards  
Photobooth Hire 

Featuring stars from Hollyoaks, Waterloo 

Road and of course the Hoff himself amonst 

many others, we were asked to supply the  

infamous photobooth for the night! Support-

ing upcoming new music artists and others 

well established, it was a great night of fun, 

hilarious selfies and celebrations!  
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Plan B | O2 Arena 

The popular singer Plan B were performing 

at the O2. Their manager asked if we could 

create them some suits, a bit like the sumo 

suits we offer, but to look like bouncers,  

including an ear piece and large ears! So, 

that’s exactly what we made them. They 

were used on stage to the delight of the 

crowd during the encore song ‘Stay too long’. 

Sumo Suits Hire 

From traditional sumo suits to Bouncers or even fighting fairies! Our sumo suits have been  

featured across national television and even on stage at the O2 by the likes of Plan B, TOWIE  

stars and even as a training break-away on Strictly! Also featured in HEDD Magazine. 

TOWIE 

With the makers of The Only Way Is Essex  

approaching us looking for entertainment for an 

episode of the show considering a budget yet 

still enjoyable for those at home. the sumo suits 

were a brilliant option! We discussed set up, 

safety briefings and tactics before moving out 

the way for the cameras! 

Strictly Come Dancing 

Helping to bring him away from the scenes of 

Casualty and the operating tables into the world 

of performing the perfect Paso Doble, Strictly 

took on our sumo suits to help break the  

stiffness and ease both stars into their next 

moves by bumping around before training! 


